Abstract. Let X n ⊂ C n+a or X n ⊂ P n+a be a patch of an analytic submanifold of an affine or projective space, let x ∈ X be a general point, and let L k be a linear space of dimension k osculating to order m at x. If m is large enough, one expects L to be contained in X and thus X contains a linear space of dimension k through almost every point. We show that L ⊂ X in the following cases: k = 1 and m = n+1; k = n−1, a ≥ 2, and m = 2; n ≥ 4, k = n−2 and m = 4. We prove these results by first deriving the order of osculation that generically implies containment and then showing that in these cases containment must occur. If X is a patch of a projective variety, we address the question as to whether X can be a smooth variety. We show that if there is a P k through each point and codim (X) < k n−k then X cannot be a smooth variety.
How many derivatives does one need to take to determine if a variety or analytic manifold is built out of linear spaces? It was known classically (see e.g. [?] ) that to see if a surface is ruled, one needs to take three derivatives at a general point. We generalize this result to n dimensions in theorem 3 below.
In another direction, Ran [R] , proved that if a patch of a projective variety X n is such that at each point there is a line osculating to order n + 1, then the union of the lines has dimension at most n + 1. He proved this as part of a more general statement on n + 2 secants, but, as he stated, the case where the points all come together is the most difficult (in fact the case of disjoint points is classical). Theorem 3 improves Ran's result to show that the union of the lines is in fact at most n dimensional, that is, the lines all lie on X.
One motivation for this work comes from the author's work with B. Ilic on dual varieties ([BL1] , [BL2] ), as such varieties have linear spaces through each point and one would like to understand how these linear spaces fit together by taking as few derivatives as possible. Another motivation is the author's work on developing a differential-geometric understanding of varieties that fail to be complete intersections, [L] , where the complementary problem of determining when a variety is contained in a linear space arises.
It is a pleasure to thank Mark Green for bringing the classical result to my attention and for useful suggestions regarding the exposition. §1.Statements of results.
Throughout this paper, X n ⊂ C n+a or X n ⊂ P n+a is a patch of an analytic submanifold of an affine or projective space and x ∈ X is a general point. In particular, X could be the smooth points of a projective variety.
Say dim Y ≤ dim X and x ∈ X. We will say Y osculates to order 0 at x if x ∈ Y , Y osculates to order 1 at x ifT x Y ⊆T x X, whereT x denotes the embedded tangent space, and Y osculates to order m at x if for all v ∈ T x Y ⊆ T x X, F k (v, . . . , v) = 0 for all 2 ≤ k ≤ m, where F k denotes the (k − 2)-nd variation of the affine or projective second fundamental form of X at x (the notation is such that F 2 = II and in this paper we use the convention that F k includes the information of the k-th fundamental form). See ( [L] , 2.18) for definitions and explanations.
If Y is a curve, then Y osculates to order m at x if X ∩ Y has multiplicity m + 1 at x. In general, Y osculates to order m at x if every curve C in Y passing through x has multiplicity m + 1 at x (assuming x ∈ Y ).
If one can show that there is a linear space L contained in X passing through x, then since x is a general point, in fact through almost all points y of X there must be a linear space containing y and contained in X. Informally, one says that X is "built out of linear spaces".
Theorem 1 (Generic Theorem). Let X n ⊂ C n+a or X n ⊂ P n+a be a patch of an analytic submanifold of an affine or projective space, and let x ∈ X be a general point. If k ≤ n 2 and a[
, then any linear space L k , of dimension k, osculating to order m at x will be contained in X if F 2 , . . . , F m are sufficiently generic (in a sense to be made precise in the proof ). Conversely, if F 2 , . . . , F m are sufficiently generic, and k, m are as above, then one cannot tell if L ⊂ X from less information.
The improvement in the expectation when k ≥ n 2 is explained by the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let X n ⊂ C n+a or X n ⊂ P n+a be a patch of an analytic submanifold of an affine or projective space, and let x ∈ X be a general point. If there exists a linear space L k , of dimension k, osculating to order two at x, then there exists a
Theorem 1 implies that one expects a line osculating to order n+1 a − 1 to be contained in X. When m = 2, the genericity condition for a line is easy to state:
Let v ∈ T x X be a tangent vector in the direction of the line. Let II v : T x X/{v} → N x X be the linear map obtained by contracting the second fundamental form with v. The condition is that II v is injective. Note that this is indeed a genericity condition when a − 1 ≥ n (and not possible for smaller a). We prove that in any case, osculation to order m + 1 is enough:
Theorem 3. Let X n ⊂ C n+a or X n ⊂ P n+a be a patch of an analytic submanifold of an affine or projective space, and let x ∈ X be a general point. Say a line L 1 osculates to order n + 1 at x. Then L ⊂ X.
In the other extreme, one expects an L n−1 osculating to order two to be contained in X. We prove Theorem 4. Let X n ⊂ C n+a or X n ⊂ P n+a be a patch of an analytic submanifold of an affine or projective space, and let x ∈ X be a general point. If a ≥ 2, X is not contained in a hyperplane, and a linear space L n−1 osculates to order two at x, then L ⊂ X. In particular, any variety with the second fundamental form of a scroll is a scroll.
Theorem 1 implies that in any codimension, if k ≥ n 2 , one expects a L k osculating to order four to be contained in X. We show this expectation holds for n = 4, in fact, we show:
Theorem 5. Let X n ⊂ C n+a or X n ⊂ P n+a be a patch of an analytic submanifold of an affine or projective space, and let x ∈ X be a general point. If n ≥ 4 and a linear space L n−2 osculates to order four at x, then L n−2 ⊂ X.
Often when a projective variety contains large linear spaces, it is forced to be singular. In the case of a scroll, or more generally a variety X which is a fibration with linear fibers, or more generally yet, the case X n ⊂ P n+a is a fibration with any sort of fiber of dimension f , then in order for X to be smooth one must have f ≤ a (see [RV] ). If the linear spaces overlap (e.g. on the quadric hypersurface), X can still be smooth in small codimension. We prove:
Theorem 6. Let X n ⊂ P n+a be a smooth variety such that through each general point x ∈ X there is at least one P k ⊂ X containing x. Then a ≥ k/(n − k). §2. Proofs. In the case of the results independent of codimension, there is no loss of generality in assuming X is a hypersurface, as projections to a hypersurface show that the linear space osculates to infinite order to each tangent hyperplane.
Proof of theorem 2. Assume X is a hypersurface. Thus its second fundamental form consists of a single quadric which has at least a k ≥ n 2 dimensional linear space in its base locus, therefore its rank can be at most 2(n − k).
But now the singular locus of II corresponds directions in the fiber of the Gauss mapping, which is a linear space of dimension at least n − 2(n − k).
In what follows, anytime there is a singular locus in II, the directions in the singular locus can safely be ignored, since they already correspond to tangent directions to a linear space contained in X and an easy computation shows that if directions in the singular locus are a subspace of a subspace tangent to an osculating linear space, then if any complement to the singular directions osculate to infinite order, the span of all the directions will.
proof of theorem 1. Let F be the subspace of the fiber of the Gauss map contained in L mandated by theorem 2, and let
where the last range may be empty. Following the remark above, we suppres the ψ index in all formulae.
By hypothesis F j (v ξ 1 , . . . , v ξ j ) = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. The coefficients of F i+1 in this range are given by the formula ( [L] ,2.20) which simplifies under our hypotheses to
We have a series of maps
It is a genericity condition on F 2 , . . . , F m that these maps all have maximal dimensional image and this is the genericity condition refered to in the statement of the theorem. Assuming this condition holds, we see that ω σ η ≡ 0 mod {ω ρ } ∀σ, η. By induction, for i > m we have
= 0 for all i, and thus the linear space osculates to infinte order.
The first assertion of the theorem follows by noting that dim N = a, dim W = min {k, 2k − n} and dim M = n − k, and the converse follows by noting that we have used all the terms in the F j that are subject to restrictions.
proof of theorem 3. Assume we are in the case of codimension one. In this case the map (2) is always from a one dimensional vector space. We claim that if R j = 0 for some j, then all higher maps are zero and the subspace of M missed never appears in computing the coefficients.
More precisely, if the maps in question are not all nonzero, suppress the normal index in F j but use the notation r 
1,...,1b = 0 and one continues by induction. proof of theorem 4. Without loss of generality, assume a = 2. By the proof of theorem 2, at most three variables appear in |II X |. Up to equivalence, there are four cases for II X,x .
Case 1: One can normalize such that q n+1 = ω 1 ω n , q n+2 = ω n ω n . In this case r n+2 11β ω β = 0 which implies
and we are done by the proof of theorem 1. Case 2: One can normalize such that q n+1 = ω 1 ω n , q n+2 = 0. This case is not possible, as since X is not contained in a hyperplane, one would need the third fundamental form to be nonzero, which is impossible as the prolongation of this system of quadrics is empty ( [GH] , 1.47).
Case 3: One can normalize such that q n+1 = ω 1 ω n , q n+2 = ω 2 ω n . In this case
n 2 which implies {ω n 1 , ω n 2 } ≡ 0 mod {ω n }. Case 4: One can normalize such that q n+1 = (ω n ) 2 , q n+2 = 0. In this case L is the fiber of the Gauss map.
In all cases, to see X is a scroll, i.e., the total space of a projective bundle P(E) over a curve C with fibers embedded linearly, let C be an integral curve of the vector field e n through x, and let PE x = L.
Proof of theorem 5. Use indices as above and normalize q such that q ξ(m+η) = δ ξη where m = min {k, 2k − n}. We are given that for all ξ 1 , . . . , ξ 4 , r ξ 1 ξ 2 ξ 3 = 0, r ξ 1 ξ 2 ξ 3 ξ 4 = 0. Thus
Let W = {v 1 , . . . , v m } be as above and consider r ξ 1 ξ 2 (m+η) as giving a system of quadrics R on W parametrized by q(W ) = {v m+1 , . . . , v 2m } which we also identify with W * via q. Thus
quotients to a mapR :
IfR is surjective, then we are done. Claim: if R is an m-dimensional system of quadrics, thenR is surjective. In fact R is surjective if R is an (m − 1)-dimensional system. To see this note that if one writes out the matrix representing R 3 , the row corresponding to v η ⊗v n+ζ consists of the entries r ξ 1 ξ 2 n+ζ in the slot (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , η), so it is clear that if the quadrics are all independent, the map is surjective. However, since we only care about the map to Λ 2 W * , the map is still surjective if there are only (m − 1) independent quadrics. On the other hand, if the map is zero then we are also done because one has r ξ 1 ,...,ξ g β ω β = 0 again by induction. So in any case, if k = n − 2, L ⊂ X.
Remark: It is often the case, as suggested by the paragraph above, that osculation to the expected order can only fail to imply containment if a condition between degeneracy and genericity holds.
proof of theorem 6. In order for X to be smooth, the singular locus of the second fundamental form must be empty. The proof will follow from the following lemma:
Lemma. Let A be an a-dimensional system of quadrics on an n-dimensional vector space V , with a linear space W of dimension k in the base locus of A. If a < k/(n − k), then A has a singular locus.
Proof. Any quadric q ∈ A can be written
where, q ′ ∈ S 2 W ⊥ , and v j ∈ W ⊥ . Since k > n − k, at most n − k of the v j are independent. Thus each quadric has at least an k − (n − k) = 2k − n dimensional singular locus in W , so if a(n − k) < k then singloc (A) = 0.
